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This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of requirements for the degree Bachelor of Music in Performance. Mr. Dunnahoo studies jazz guitar with Trey Wright.
Telecaster Jazz

The Fender Telecaster was first introduced in 1951 by guitar builder Leo Fender. The solid body and screw on neck made the telecaster the first of its kind. The simple but very versatile design still holds up today and the Telecasters that are made now are almost no different than the original 1951 design.

JIM CAMPILONGO (b. 1958)
Mr. & Mrs. Mouse

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ (1900–1984)
Alone Together

RAY NOBLE (1903–1978)
Cherokee

BILL FRISELL (b. 1951)
Throughout

GUSTAV GERSON KAHN (1886–1941)
Persian Rug

GEORGE GERSHWIN (1898–1937)
It Ain’t Necessarily So